We prove the existence and regularity of the solution of an initial boundary value problem for viscous incompressible non-homogeneous fluids, using a semi-Galerkin approximation and so-called compatibility conditions.
Introduction
In [4] A. V. Kajikhov proved, via a Galerkin-type approximation, the existence in the large of at least one weak solution of the equations of the motion of viscous incompressible non-homogeneous fluids. In other words, he proved the existence of a weak solution of the following initial-boundary value problem pd t u + pu • VM -^AM = -Vp + pf, 0, inQ T V w = 0, ( ' ' M = 0 onT; u(0) = « 0 ; p(0) = p Q in ft.
Here Q T = ft x [0, T] with ft a bounded domain in R 3 , 0 < T < oo, T the boundary of ft, d t = d/dt; moreover u = u{t) = u(x, t) = {u x {x, t), u 2 (x, t) , M 3 (x, t)) is the velocity, p = p{t) = p(x, t) the pressure, p = p(t) = p(x,t) the density, / = f{t) = f(x,t) = (f^x^), f 2 (x,t), f 3 (x,t) ) the external force, and n the viscosity. In addition, u Q , p 0 are the initial velocity and density respectively, and p 0 is assumed to satisfy [2] Viscous fluid existence and regularity 95 0 < a < p Q < ft with a and fi positive constants. Furthermore, in [4] , the existence of at least one strong solution, in the small, is proved; i.e., p e L°°(Q T ), u € L 2 
{0, T; H 2 (Q.)); d t u e L 2 (Q T ).
However one does not know whether strong solutions are unique. Concerning the uniqueness problem O. A. Ladyzhenskaya and V. A. Solonnikov in [6] prove the solvability of (1.1) in a class of smoother functions; i.e. M e W 2 ' \Q T ), V/7 € L q {Q T ), p e C X {Q T ) with q > 3 by linearisation and potential theory. In this class, a uniqueness theorem holds. The solvability is proved in the small if u 0 and / are arbitrary, and in a given interval [0, T], T < oo, if M 0 and / are sufficiently small. In [2] , J. G. Heywood showed how the Galerkin approach for the existence of the Navier-Stokes equations can be pushed further to give regularity properties of the solutions directly and elegantly. In [2] , it is pointed out that norm bounds of higher time derivatives of the Galerkin approximations cannot be obtained without non-local compatibility conditions of various orders for the data at t = 0. Heywood avoids, partially, this difficulty by estimating the norms of the time derivatives of any order of the Galerkin approximations in t = e with e > 0, and considers the solution in the interval [e, T]. We notice that Rautmann in [8] gives an answer to the question, how smooth a Navier-Stokes solution can be at time t = 0 without compatibility conditions. The aim of this paper is to consider regularity properties of solutions of (1.1) in the context of the Heywood results. Continuing the existence theorem, we obtain norm bounds of some time and spatial derivatives of the Galerkin approximations. It seems, however, that the Heywood's norm estimates for the times derivatives of any order cannot be obtained. This is due to the presence of the density.
Consequently, if we are interested in the study of higher regularity we have to introduce the so-called compatibility conditions (see [3] , [11] ).
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to notation and well-known results on differential inequalities. In Section 3, we give preliminaries. In Section 4, we obtain the best possible regularity via Galerkin approximation, without compatibility conditions, and we give a uniqueness theorem.
In Section 5, we consider the cause of the breakdown of the regularity and we derive the compatibility conditions for the solution {u, p, p) to be smooth; so we extend to system (1.1) the compatibility conditions derived in [11] , [12] for the Navier-Stokes equations.
We notice that the results of Section 3 are important to the study of error estimates of the Galerkin approximations in terms of the eigenvalues of the Stokes operator (see [9] ). Regarding the problem (1.1) with 0 < p 0 < /?, see [5] and [10] . 
We complete (2.1) with initial-boundary conditions
In (2.1)
Throughout the paper we need the following function spaces (we do not distinguish in our notation whether the functions are R-or i? 3 -valued) : We assume the boundary F is uniformly of class C k , i.e. first, it is possible to choose local coordinates (y,, y 2 , y 3 ) in a neighborhood 5 , of each point £ e F such that Fnl?* is represented by a function y 3 = F(y l , y 2 , £,) of class C k ; second, the neighbourhood B^ can be chosen as balls, all of the same size, with respective centers £ and that the derivatives up to order k of each function F{-, •, <j f) are bounded by a constant independent of £. Now we state our results. For simplicity we assume ft < 
with T' <T(<T). Further, T is greater than or equal to a positive number

Preliminaries
Let P be the projection operator from L 2 (Q.) in H. In the following we need some preliminary results (see [2] hold with constants depending only on the regularity of F .
(Throughout the paper the letter c denotes different constants.)
In the following Lemmas, we assume that <j>(t), y/(t), f{t), h{t) are smooth non-negative functions denned for all t > 0. LEMMA 
Suppose 4>(0) = <f> 0 and ^f-+ y/(t) < g((j>{t)) + f{t) for t>0, where g is a non-negative Lipschitz continuous function defined for <j> > 0. Then </>(t) < F(t; <f> 0 ) for t e [0, T(<f> 0 )) where F(-; <p 0 ) is the solution of the initial value problem ^ = g(F(t)) + f{t); F(0) = 4> Q and [0, T(<f> 0 )) is the largest interval to which it can be continued. Also, if g is nondecreasing, then
I W(T)dr<F(t;4> 0 ) o with L E M M A 3. Suppose 0(0) = (f> 0
and ^f-+ y/{t) < h(t)<t>(t) + f(t) for t>0. Then </>(t)<F(t;<t>
with initial conditions At first, assuming M" is known, we can obtain the solution of (4.2) by using the method of the characteristics (see [6] ), satisfying
Now we consider the approximation u n . By standard techniques there exists a solution u n of (4.1). Now we multiply (4.1) through by $-t c" , sum on (. and obtain
Moreover, we multiply (4.1) through by A'c" , sum on £ , and obtain
terms of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0334270000008651 100 Rodolfo Salvi [7] We sum (4.5) to (4.4) and get 
(p(t)u(t)-p 0 u 0 ,<f>)-+0
for each function <$> e F , or equivalently, for each basic function a 1 . This requires several observations. First, notice that Using the relation
and bearing in mind Lemma 1, we have [10]
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Now from (4.9), we deduce that for each approximation u" , there exists a number x n satisfying e < x n < 2e such that (e is a positive number) 
n V).
The function (u, p) belongs to the class of functions where the uniqueness is proved (see [6] ). This completes the proof.
Succesive regularity and compatibility conditions at t = 0 and proof of Theorem 3
Now we shall study higher regularity properties of the solution of Theorem 2 assuming that the data u Q , p 0 , f possess further regularity properties. It is known that, for an initial-boundary value problem for the Navier-Stokes equations, the solution may not be smooth near t = 0 even if the data are C°°(Q). The breakdown of the regularity is due to the presence of the compatibility conditions (see [2] ). Naturally, one expects that analogous considerations hold also for the system (1.1); in addition, it seems that we cannot avoid the compatibility conditions considering initial estimates in t = e as in [2] . This is due to the presence of the density. Now we examine the cause of the breakdown of the regularity for the system (1.1) with the assumptions of Theorem 2. We shall show that the problem
o n r determines the initial pressure p 0 . In (4.1), v is the outside unit normal to r.
It is shown in [12] 
From what was said above, it is easily seen that (Q) . This suggests that, generally, d t u{-, 0 )^0 on T; consequently \Vd t u\ -» oo as t -> 0, since the boundary condition implies d t u = 0. This explains the cause for the breakdown of regularity in solutions without additional conditions on the data.
In [2] , Heywood avoids this difficulty, for the Navier-Stokes equations, estimating the norms of the time derivatives of any order of the Galerkin approximation in t = e, and considering as initial time t = e. This procedure, for the system (1.1), is inhibited by the presence of the density p. In other words, to obtain estimates of time derivatives of any order of the Galerkin approximation u" in t = e, we need time derivatives estimates of p" in [0, e] and these last depend on time derivatives estimates of u n in [0, e]. So, to obtain more regularity for (u, p), with respect to Theorem 2, we need compatibility conditions of the data. To prove this theorem we need, at every step, further regularity of u with respect to x to obtain more regularity of d t p. For this reason we consider the equation (4.25) instead of (4.1). Furthermore, to avoid tedious calculations and notations, we work directly with the derivatives with respect to t of u instead of its differential quotients. 
